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• . Residual Stresses in Sheet
Develop Interferometry Technique
Apply to EFG and h_B
Lubricated Cutting in Simulated Laboratory Experiments
Surface Morphology
Hardness

















.due to high compressive stresses
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! Summary of High-Speed, Eleva*ed Cutting
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t ( Cracks at Bottom of groove
Deformation Node
Plasticity
Fluids, Temperature--- influence _,trface morphology
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Figure 36, Damage size(2D) vs. indenlm_ion temperat, ure for
p-type and n-type Cz silicon. The indenCa¢ion
load was 0._gN. The n-type silicon had resisis-






















[ 'D (1 Xll I '' low P sp'c" ch'l.efields infl_ence damage
eN - finite ntmber of surface states
s
"NI, Ess not known but extracted from expt.
eUe. electrochemical potentill ._
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Space Charge Lengthas a Function of Temperature
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Summary of Indentation Model
2D and x exhibit maximum at 150C
11
N = 1016°10lS/m 2
S
i
E = 0.79 eV
$
?
Doping level influences 2D
Predict T,N D variation with 2D
, Summary of Silicon Results
- . Wear rate
. Ethanol - highest
i
; . air ° lowest ..
• Damage
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Conclusions
,. Mechanisas of Wear
Wear rate and Jasage includes: cracks and _cLty
Laboratory simulation tests provide guidance in sodifying
industrial practices.
Wear rate Bay be optiai_ed and damage Bay be ain/=ized i '
,. Load (below 0.9aN (100fg) _ i
!_ Fluid (alcobol-based vs. water-bas.-d fluids) ,: ;
. Tap (200-300°C) _. ,
_k_del allows paraseters to be identified and range to be
extrapolated. I






lnterferosetry is a premising NDT technique for sheet geometries
Edges - coupressive '1
Center- tensile !
EFG - Vgrow¢h • 2 ca/win - ORS= .+_l_a
WEB- V_h - ca/sin - oRS = tl NPa '_, i:
Lh-resolved problems: anisotro W of E, u : •
dendrite geoaetx7
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